Press Release

Synova Signs MOU with Sarine on Technological Cooperation

Cooperation will allow integration of Sarine Advisor® planning data with Synova’s DaVinci Diamond Factory®

Duillier, Switzerland, February 2022 – Synova S.A. (“Synova”), the Swiss-based provider of revolutionary water jet laser systems, is delighted to announce that Synova and Sarine Technologies Ltd (“Sarine”) have signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) to collaborate on the end-to-end linkage between Synova’s DaVinci diamond faceting system and Sarine’s Advisor rough diamond planning software.

The integration will allow diamond manufacturers to process their diamonds with Synova’s DaVinci Diamond Factory systems while using the planning files from Sarine’s Advisor software. The link-up will be included in the Sarine software package as an optional add-on when its customers use Synova’s DaVinci water jet laser system for their manufacturing processes.

While integration will benefit Synova and Sarine customers, both companies have agreed that protecting each other’s intellectual property is of paramount importance.

“We look forward to working with Sarine. The data connection will allow our customers to accurately import Sarine’s rough diamond planning data into our DaVinci CAM software to perfectly shape the diamond, making the diamond production process even more efficient”, says Dr Bernold Richerzhagen, Synova Founder and CEO.

About Synova
Synova S.A., headquartered in Duillier, Switzerland, manufactures advanced laser diamond-cutting systems that incorporate the proprietary water jet guided laser technology (Laser MicroJet®) in a true industrial CNC platform. Customer benefits include significant yield and quality improvements in cutting, as well as enhanced capabilities for shaping, blocking, bruting and drilling. For more information, contact us at sales@synova.ch or visit our website at www.synova.ch.
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